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Swashbuckler build pathfinder

Home &gt;Classes &gt;Hybrid Classes &gt; While many brave battle warriors locked in armor suits and with large and powerful weapons, swashbucklers are based on speed, agility and panache. Swashbucklers dart in and out of the fragrance, wearing opponents with lunges and turns, all while climbing the powerful attacks against them with a wrist punch and a flash of the blade. Its stern parries and fatal
ripostes are carnage elevated to an art form. Some may be arrogant and devil-can-care, but behind this veneer are people deeply dedicated to their craft. Those of smaller breeds are particularly driven to show that the right mix of discipline and boldness is the perfect counter to size and strength, and enjoy nothing but dirty knock down and wood bullies. Paper: Combining fantasy work with fast and precise
lunges, dart swashbucklers in and out of battle, harassing and frustrating their opponents. These fast and agile fighters serve as protectors for spells and flank companions for rogues and killers, while waiting for the opportunity to show panache and score the kill blow in some wooden helmet. Swashbucklers often face death with cunning humour, mocking him with jabbing wit. Hit Die: d10. Parenting
lessons: Fighter and gunman. Initial value: 5d6 × 10 gp (average 175 gp.) In addition, each character starts playing with a team worth 10 gp or less. Class skills Swashbuckler's class skills are Stunts (Dex), Bluff (Cha), Climb (Str), Craft (Int), Diplomacy (Cha), Escape Artist (Dex), Intimidate (Cha), Knowledge (local) (Int), Knowledge (nobility) (Int), Perception (Wis), Perform (Cha), Profession (Wis), Ride
(Dex), Sense Motive (Wis), Sleight of Hand (Dex), Skill Ranges by Level: 4+ Int Modifier. Class features The following are the class features of the swashbuckler. The swashbucklers of weapons and armor are competent with simple and martial weapons, as well as light armor and buckles. Panache (Ex) More than a slightly armored warrior, a swashbuckler is a daring fighter. She struggles with panache: a
fluctuating measure of a swashbuckler's ability to carry out amazing actions in combat. At the beginning of each day, a swashbuckler wins a series of panache points equal to his Charisma modifier (minimum 1). Its panache goes up or down throughout the day, but it usually can't go higher than its Charisma modifier (minimum 1), although feats and magical elements can affect that maximum. A
swashbuckler passes panache to get etions (see below), and retrieves the panache in the following ways. Critical Hit with a Light or One-Handed Piercing Melee Weapon: Every time the swashbuckler confirms a critical impact with a light-bodied or one-handed weapon, it retrieves 1 panache point. Confirm an impact in a helpless or unconscious creature or a creature that has fewer hit dice than half the
character level of the swashbuckler does not restore the panache. Death blow with a light or a single hand piercing body to body When the swashbuckler reduces a creature to 0 or fewer impact points with a light-bodied or one-handed weapon attack while in combat, it recovers 1 panache point. Destroying an unattended object, reducing a helpless or unconscious creature to 0 or less success points, or
reducing a creature that has fewer hit dice than half the character level of the swashbuckler to 0 or less success points does not restore any panache. Grit, luck and panache represent three different means by which heroes can access the same heroic pool, using it to achieve fantastic feats. For the characters with a mixture of grit, luck and panache, the resources come together in a combined pool. (Those
who use panache and luck earn twice their Charisma bonus in their pool.) For feats, magical elements, and other effects, a panache user can spend and earn lucky points instead of grit or panache points, and vice versa. A lucky user does not count as a user of grit or panache to meet pre-feat requirements. Swashbuckler levels are stacked with gun levels in order to meet the Signature Deed level
requirement. Deeds Swashbucklers spend panache points to get their offers. Most actions give the swashbuckler a momentary bonus or effect, but some provide more lasting effects. Some jobs remain in force while the swashbuckler has at least 1 panache point, but do not require the spending panache to be maintained. A swashbuckler can only perform work of its level or lower. Unless otherwise stated,
an action can be performed several successive times, provided that the swashbuckler has or passes the required number of panache points to perform the action. Derring-Do (Ex): At the 1st level, a swashbuckler can pass 1 panache point when doing a stunt, Climb, Escape Artist, Fly, Ride or Swim check to roll 1d6 and add the result to the check. She can do this after she does the check, but before the
result is revealed. If the result of roll d6 is a natural 6, she rolls another 1d6 and adds it to the check. She can keep doing this while shooting 6s natural, up to a number of times equal to her skill modifier (minimum 1). Dodging Panache (Ex): At 1st level, when an opponent attempts a body-to-body attack against the swashbuckler, the swashbuckler can as an immediate action pass 1 panache point to move
5 feet; Doing so gives the swashbuckler a dodging bonus to AC equal to his Charisma modifier (minimum 0) against trigger attack. This movement does not deny the attack, which is still resolved as if the swashbuckler had not moved from the original square. This movement is not a 5-foot step; provokes attacks of opportunity of creatures other than the one that triggered this fact. The swashbuckler can only
perform this fact while wearing light or no armor, and while it does not carry heavier than a light load. Parry and Timely (Ex): At the 1st level, when an opponent makes an attack against the swashbuckler, you can pass 1 panache point and spend a use of a to try to stop this attack. The swashbuckler makes an attacking roll as if he were making an attack of opportunity; For each size category, the attacking
creature is larger than the swashbuckler, the swashbuckler takes a penalty of –2 on this roll. If its result is greater than the result of the attacking creature, the attack of the creature is lost automatically. The swashbuckler must declare the use of this skill after the attack of the creature, but before it makes its roll of attack. When performing a successful parry and if you have at least 1 point of panache, the
swashbuckler can as an immediate action make an attack against the creature whose attack analyzed, as long as the creature is at your fingertips. The cost of this version cannot be reduced by any capacity or effect that reduces the number of panache points of an amount of costs. Kip-Up (Ex): At the 3rd level, while the swashbuckler has at least 1 panache point, she can kip-up prone as a motion action
without provoking an attack of opportunity. She can kip-up as a quick action instead of spending 1 panache point. Threatening Swordplay (Ex): At 3rd level, while she has at least 1 panache point, when a swashbuckler hits an opponent with a light or a single hand piercing the weapon body to body, she can choose to use Intimidate to demoralize that opponent as a quick action rather than a standard action.
, a swashbuckler gains the ability to attack precisely with a light-bodied or one-handed weapon (although not natural weapon attacks), adding its level of swashbuckler to the damage treated. To use this script, a swashbuckler cannot attack with a gun in the other hand or use a shield other than a buckle. You can even use this skill with thrown light or body-to-body weapons by drilling a hand, as long as the
target is less than 30 feet from it. Any creature that is immune to sneaking attacks is immune to the additional damage granted by the precise strike, and any element or skill that protects a creature from critical blows also protects a creature from the additional damage of a precise strike. This additional damage is precision damage, and does not multiply in a critical blow. As a quick action, a swashbuckler
can pass 1 panache point to double the damage bonus of his precise strike in the next attack. This benefit should be used before the end of your shift, or lost. The cost of this origin cannot be reduced by any capacity or effect that reduces the amount of panache points of a provenance (such as the feat of the signature writing). Swashbuckler Initiative (Ex): At the 3rd level, while the swashbuckler has at
least 1 panache point, wins a +2 bonus in the initiative controls. Also, if she has the quick draw feat, her hands are free and unrestrained, and she has any light or a single hand piercing the weapon from body to body that is not hidden, she can draw that weapon apart from the control of the initiative. Grace of Swashbuckler (Ex): At the 7th level, while the swashbuckler has at least 1 panache point, she
takes Penalty for moving at full speed when using stunts to try to move through a threatened area or an enemy's space. Superior Feint (Ex): On the 7th level, a swashbuckler with at least 1 panache point can, as a standard action, purposely lose a creature that could make a body-to-body attack against with a hand lamp or a punching weapon in one hand. When he does, the creature is denied his skill
bonus in AC until the start of the next turn of the swashbuckler. Targeted Attack (Ex): On the 7th level, as a complete action, the swashbuckler can pass 1 panache point to make an attack with a single light or a single hand piercing the body-to-body weapon that enslaves part of an enemy's body. The swashbuckler chooses a body part to aim at. If the attack is successful, in addition to the normal damage
of the attack, the target suffers one of the following effects based on the pointed body part. If a creature does not have one of the body locations listed, this part of the body cannot be targeted. Creatures that are immune to sneaking attacks are also immune to targeted strikes. The elements or skills that protect a creature from critical achievements also protect a creature from targeted strikes. Arms: The
target does not take any damage from the attack, but drops an item worn from the swashbuckler's choice, even if the item is handcuffed with two hands. Unable to choose items held in a locked glove. None: The goal is confused for 1 round. This is an effect that affects the mind. Legs: The target is beaten prone. Creatures with four or more legs or who are immune to travel attacks are immune to this effect.
Torso or wings: the target is staggered for 1 round. Bloody Wound (Ex): On the 11th level, when the swashbuckler hits a living creature with a light-bodied or one-handed weapon attack, as a free action that can pass 1 panache point to have this attack treat additional bleeding damage. The amount of bloody damage treated equals the skill modifier of the swashbuckler (minimum 1). Alternatively, the
swashbuckler can spend 2 panache points to deal with 1 point of strength, skill or constitution bleeding damage instead (choice of swashbuckler). Creatures that are immune to sneaking attacks are also immune to this type of bloody damage. Evasive (Ex): At the 11th level, while a swashbuckler has at least 1 panache point, earns the benefits of evasion, tireless elusiveness, and improves the
characteristics of the elusive rogue class. She uses her level of swashbuckler as her rogue level for improving tireless dodging. Subtle blade (Ex): At the 11th level, while a swashbuckler has at least 1 panache point, she is immune to disarming, stealing and plundering combat maneuvers made against a light-bodied or one-handed weapon she is wielding. Dizzying defense (Ex): Level 15, while with a light-
bodied or single-body weapon In one hand, the swashbuckler can pass 1 panache point to take the fight defensively action as a quick action rather than a standard action. When you fight defensively that way, the good thing about dodging of this action increases to +4, and the penalty for attacking the rolls is reduced to –2. Perfect thrust (Ex): At level 15, while the swashbuckler has at least 1 panache point,
she can as a complete action make a perfect push, grouping her entire attack potential into a single body-to-body attack made with a light body or one-handed weapon. When she does, she makes the attack against the touch of the AC target, and ignores all harm reduction. Swashbuckler's Edge (Ex): At level 15, while the swashbuckler has at least 1 panache point, it can take 10 in any stunt, climbing,
escape artist, fly, ride, or check swimming, even while distracted or in immediate danger. She can use this ability in conjunction with the fact of derring-do. Cheat Death (Ex): At level 19, each time the swashbuckler is reduced to 0 points at a time or less, you can pass all your remaining panache to reduce to 1 point of success. She must have at least 1 panache point to spend. The effects that kill the
swashbuckler without treating damage at the point of impact are not affected by this capacity. Fatal stabbing (Ex): At level 19, when the swashbuckler confirms a critical impact with a light-bodied or one-handed weapon, in addition to normal damage, a panache point can pass to inflict a fatal stab. The goal must be successful in a fortitude saving launch or die. The DC of this saving is 10 + 1/2 the level of
the swashbuckler + the skill modifier of the swashbuckler. This is a death attack. Performing this performance does not give the swashbuckler a panache point. Impressive stab (Ex): At level 19, when a swashbuckler hits a creature with a light-bodied weapon or piercing a hand, you can pass 2 panache points to catch the creature for 1 round. The creature must succeed in a fortitude saving release (DC =
10 + 1/2 swashbuckler level + swashbuckler skill modifier) or be surprised for 1 round. Creatures that are immune to critical achievements are also immune to this effect. Facts by Renown Swashbucklers and gunmen perform impressively through their pain and panache, but some are capable of truly spectacular acts known as renowned acts. A swashbuckler or gunman (though not members of other
classes) can select a reputable action for their class upon reaching the class level listed in the description of the action. This replaces list-specific actions or actions; if the character does not win the right actions, he cannot select the recognized action, as if selecting an archetype. Revenge Heart (Ex): Some swashbucklers are driven by revenge above all. At 1st level, the swashbuckler wins the samurai
resolution class function, treating his swashbuckler level as his samurai level. Every time the swashbuckler passes a use of the you must also pass a panache point or use of haunted life, or the use of resolution has no effect. This dent replaces the fact of derring-do and another of 1st level. PPC Source:CoL Hilt Hammer (Ex): Precise strikes with a slender blade to make to make it difficult for amph-like or
incorporated creatures; When encountering these threats, some swashbucklers abandon precision in favor of brutal strikes. On the third level, the swashbuckler can activate this action before rolling the strike roll when making an attack that would benefit from an accurate strike. An altered attack in this way treats only half the normal damage of the precise strike, but this damage is not treated as a precision
damage. This action alters (but does not replace) precise strike action and replaces another third-level action. PPC Source:CoL Dodging Dance (Ex): The swashbuckler moves around attacks from his opponents to open them up for strikes. At the 7th level, a swashbuckler can pass 1 panache point to move up to half its speed as a motion action. If a creature makes an opportunity attack against it because
of this movement, it can attempt a stunt control with a DC equal to the CMD of the attacking creature. If he succeeds, the opportunity attack is lost, and the swashbuckler can make an opportunity attack against the attacking creature instead. She may try to evade multiple opportunity attacks during this move, but the DC stunt check increases by 2 for each additional opponent who makes an opportunity
attack against her during this move. If the swashbuckler has an ability to grant its additional attacks opportunity, it can use them to respond to multiple missed attacks of opportunity with its own attacks. This replaces the grace edition of the swashbuckler and another 7th edition. PPC Source:CoL Vengeful Soul (Ex): Sometimes revenge can take years or even decades, forcing the assaulted swashbuckler to
push the boundaries of his resistance. At the eleventh level, the swashbuckler wins the samurai's largest resolution class function. At level 19, the swashbuckler wins the true samurai resolution class feature. The swashbuckler must have the vengeful heart actually recognized to select this fact. This equation replaces the subtle blade and tricks the death sentences, as well as an additional 11th level. PPC
Source:CoL Swashbuckler Finesse (Ex) At 1st Level, a swashbuckler earns the benefits of the feat of finesse of light weapons or body-to-body drilling weapons in one hand, and can use his Charisma score rather than Intelligence as a prerequisite for combat feats. This skill counts as having the feat of finesse of weapons in order to meet prerequisites of feat. Charmed Life (Ex) On the 2nd level, the
swashbuckler wins a knife to get out of trouble. Three times a day as an immediate action before attempting a savings release, you can add your Charisma modifier to the savings result. She has to choose to do this before the roll is done. At the 6th level and every 4 levels thereafter, the number of times doing so per day increases by one (to a maximum of 7 times a day at level 18). Nimble (Ex) In the 3rd
level, a swashbuckler wins a +1 dodge bonus in AC while wearing light or no armor. Everything that makes the swashbuckler lose his skill ac also makes you lose this dodgy bonus. This bonus increases by 1 for every 4 levels beyond the 3rd (to a maximum of +5 to 19th level). Bonus Feats In the 4th level and every 4 levels thereafter, a swashbuckler wins a bonus feat, in addition to those earned from the
normal advance. These bonus feats must be selected from those listed as combat feats. Swashbuckler levels are considered hunting levels in order to meet the prerequisites of the combat feat. In addition, by reaching the 4th level and every 4 levels thereafter, a swashbuckler can choose to learn a new bonus feat rather than a bonus feat that he has already learned. Indeed, the swashbuckler loses the
bonus feat in exchange for the new one. The old feat cannot be one that was used as a prerequisite for another feat, prestige class, or other skill. A swashbuckler can only change a feat at a certain level, and must choose whether or not to change the feat by the time he wins a new bonus feat for the level. Swashbuckler Weapons Training (Ex) In the 5th level, a swashbuckler wins a +1 bonus in attack and
rolls of damage with body-to-body weapons in one hand or light. While carrying this weapon, she gains the benefit of improving the critical feat. These attack and damage bonds increase by 1 for every 4 levels beyond the 5th level (to a maximum of +4 to 17th level). Swashbuckler Weapon Mastery (Ex) At Level 20, when a swashbuckler threatens a critical impact with a light-bodied or one-handed weapon,
which is automatically confirmed. In addition, critical modifiers of these weapons increase by 1 (×2 becomes ×3, and so on). Alternative Capstone Ability Source PPC:CoL When a character reaches the 20th level of a class, she gains a powerful class or skill feature, sometimes known as a cornerstone. When a character reaches level 20 of this class, you can select the next capability instead of the standard
20th-level class capability that would normally be earned. In some cases, a tombstone specifies what capacity it replaces. A character cannot select an alternate cornerstone if he has previously swapped his class cornerstone through an archetype. Clergy and magicians can receive a tombstone at level 20, despite not having one to begin with. Incredible luck (Ex) At level 20, the swashbuckler has had so
many close calls that he barely notices more. The swashbuckler gains three additional uses of haunted life and can activate capacity as a free action, even out of turn. Favored class bonuses Instead of receiving an additional skill range or point of success each time they earn a level in a favored class, some breeds have the option to choose from a number of other bonuses, depending on their favoured.
The following options are available for the listed race that have swashbucklers as their favored class, and unless otherwise stated, the bonus applies each time you select the favored class reward in the list. Archetypes and alternate class characteristics when a character a class, you must choose to use the standard class features found or those listed in one of the archetypes presented here. Each alternate
class feature replaces a specific class feature of its parent class. For example, the monk's fist-class elemental feature of the four winds replaces the monk's impressive fist-class feature. When an archetype includes several class characteristics, a character must take all of them, often blocking the character from gaining certain family class characteristics, but replacing them with equally powerful options. All
other class features found in the main class and are not noted among alternate class features remain unchanged and are usually acquired when the character reaches the appropriate level (unless otherwise stated). A character that takes an alternate class feature does not count as if the class feature that was replaced when meeting any prerequisites or requirements. A character can take more than one
archetype and get additional alternate class features, but none of the alternate class features can replace or alter the same parent class feature as another alternative class feature. For example, a paladin could not be as much a hospital as an undead flagellant, as both modify the evil class feature and both replace the aura of the function of justice class. A paladin, however, could be both an un-dead
flagellation and a warrior of holy light, since none of its new class features replace the same main class feature. Archetypes are a quick and easy way to specialize characters of a certain class, adding new fun and tasty skills to already established adventurers. Characters can take more than one archetype if they meet the requirements. Swashbuckler Archetypes Although imagination usually conjures up
images of a well-dressed Dandi with a trusted rapier, there are many varieties of swashbuckler. The following are just a few examples. Section 15: Copyright Notice Pathfinder Roleplaying Game ACG © 2014, Paizo Inc.; Authors: Dennis Baker, Ross Byers, Jesse Benner, Savannah Broadway, Jason Bulmahn, Jim Groves, Tim Hitchcock, Tracy Hurley, Jonathan H. Keith, Will McCardell, Dale C. McCoy, Jr.,
Tom Phillips, Stephen Radney-MacFarland, Thomas M. Reid, Sean K Reynolds, Tork Shaw, Owen K.C. Stephens, and Russ Taylor Taylor.
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